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I Hate Kids is in limited release and VOD January 18 

 
 
I Hate Kids follows Nick Pearson, a former lothario and author of the title best-selling memoir, 

who has everything he wants. He’s about to marry the woman of his 
dreams, Sydney Bartlett, who shares his disinterest in becoming a 
parent. But just days before their wedding, he’s shocked to find out that 
he has the one thing he never wanted: a child. 

Nick’s happy, child-free existence is put in jeopardy when awkward 13-
year-old Mason interrupts the engaged couple’s rehearsal dinner, and 
claims to be the groom-to-be’s son. With the aid of flamboyant radio 
show psychic The Amazing Fabular, who claims he helped Mason find 
his father after having a vision about them, the three strangers embark 
on a wild road trip to find out which of a dozen eccentric women from 
Nick’s past could possibly be Mason’s mother. 

IMTA alum Rachel Boston stars as Sydney, opposite Tom Everett 
Scott as Nick, with Julian Feder as Nick’s son, Mason, and Tituss 
Burgess as The Amazing Fabular. 
Boston was most recently seen in the Lifetime holiday movie A 
Christmas in Tennessee. In the family comedy, she played a baker 
trying to unite the people of her small mountain town to stop a 
development that would destroy their way of life. Caroline Rhea, 
Kate Moyer, Patricia Richardson and Andrew W. Walker also 
starred. Boston has appeared in numerous Hallmark movies which 

re-air during the Christmas holiday season, including 
Christmas in Angel Falls, A Rose for Christmas and Ice 
Sculpture Christmas. 
Boston starred for two seasons in Lifetime’s “Witches of 
Eastwick” alongside Julia Ormand, Mädchen Amick and Jenna 
Dewan. In November, Boston guest-starred as a terminal 
ovarian cancer patient in the “Hubert” episode of the NBS hit, 
“The Good Doctor.”  
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